We have used 13C/1H magnetic double-resonance spectroscopy to measure the amount of sickle hemoglobin polymer within sickle erythrocytes as a function of oxygen saturation. We previously showed that the methods of cross-polarization and scalar decoupling could be used to measure accurately the polymer fraction in deoxygenated sickle 
values above 90%. This result can be theoretically explained by the excluded volume effect of the oxyhemoglobin S in the cell. The very high total intracellular hemoglobin concentration (34 g/dl) reduces the amount of soluble deoxyhemoglobin S to about 3 g/dl at 90% oxygen saturation. The agreement between theory and experiment indicates that the equilibrium properties of intracellular polymerization can be described by the analyses resulting from studies of concentrated sickle hemoglobin solutions. The curve for polymer formation as a function of oxygen saturation is roughly hyperbolic whereas that for cell sickling is sigmoidal; the difference is most apparent for measurements at pH 7.65. Intracellular polymer formation may in general have a different relationship to oxygen saturation than cell sickling and may be a more meaningful parameter of the pathophysiological process in sickle cell anemia than cell morphology. In addition, measurements of intracellular polymer should be useful in evaluating potential therapeutic agents. Biophysical techniques have been used to study the equilibrium and kinetic aspects of the gelation or polymerization of concentrated solutions of deoxyhemoglobin S (1) . At equilibrium, the gel can be described by a two-phase model which partitions the hemoglobin into a solution phase and a polymer phase (2) (3) (4) (5) . Kinetic measurements of gelation can be described in terms of a nucleation process, followed by a phase of rapid polymer growth (6, 7) .
It has long been known that the sickled deformation of erythrocytes containing sickle hemoglobin is due to the formation of gel within the cell. Measurements by x-ray diffraction and electron microscopy have been used to study the structure of the intracellular hemoglobin gel (8, 9) . More recently, NMR spectroscopy has been used to study the intracellular gelation process through measurements of water relaxation rates (10) (11) (12) (13) . Despite these studies, a quantitative description of the intracellular gelation process has not been achieved. The very high intracellular hemoglobin concentration (k34 g/dl) (14) compared to hemoglobin concentrations used for most solution studies, as well as the possible effects of other intracellular components, complicate analyses of the formation of gel in cells. However, understanding the relationship between intracellular gelation and cell sickling is obviously of paramount importance in understanding the pathophysiology of this disease.
We previously showed that '3C/'H magnetic double-resonance techniques could be used to quantitate the amounts of free hemoglobin and polymerized hemoglobin in a deoxyhemoglobin S gel (15, 16) . By using natural abundance '3C NMR, the measured polymer fraction was found to increase with increasing hemoglobin S concentration and to follow the value for polymer fraction calculated from the solubility of deoxyhemoglobin S determined by ultracentrifuge sedimentation, with a small correction for sedimentation of free hemoglobin tetramers (16) . We report here the use of this 13C NMR technique to study intracellular gelation as a function of oxygen saturation.
We have found that the polymer fraction, as measured by 13C NMR, increases with decreasing oxygen saturation and that polymer can be detected even at high oxygen saturation values (>90%). Our experimental results are explicable when the nonideality effects of the concentrated hemoglobin solution within the erythrocyte are considered. Our results differ from published measurements of cell sickling, in which the percentage of sickled cells increases in a sigmoidal fashion as oxygen saturation decreases. The implications of these direct measurements of intracellular gelation are discussed.
METHODS
Sample Preparation. SS erythrocytes were prepared from blood obtained from individuals with sickle cell anemia. They were washed three times with Earle's balanced salt solution without bicarbonate (17) , modified by addition of 25 mM Hepes (18) , with a pH of 7.2. Aerated buffer solution was used for the last wash. The packed oxygenated SS erythrocytes were loaded into an 8-mm NMR tube filled with nitrogen gas and fitted with a gas-tight cap. The final sample volume was 0.65 ml. The sample was placed in the NMR spectrometer at 37°C. Slow, spontaneous deoxygenation occurred during data acquisition. The extent of deoxygenation was monitored in another sample at 37°C by withdrawing 10 Al of sample at various time intervals and measuring the oxygen saturation with an MBA-Micro Blood Analyzer (Advanced Products SRL, Milan, Italy) (19) .
Samples of SS erythrocytes at various known oxygen saturations were prepared by placing the washed cells (volume < 2 ml) into a spinning cup tonometer (IL-237, Instrumentation Abbreviation: SS erythrocyte, erythrocyte from person with sickle cell anemia.
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Laboratory, Lexington, MA) and equilibrating with various gas mixtures (0-20% oxygen, 5.6% carbon dioxide, and the balance nitrogen) for [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] lisec.
Relative polymer fraction was determined from difference spectra of cross-polarization measurements after subtraction of the 100% oxygen saturation value as a baseline correction. (The 100% oxygen saturation spectra have contributions from membrane lipid, membrane protein, and any other bulk aggregates in the cell.) In order to compare data obtained for cells from different individuals, each set of data was scaled to give a polymer fraction of 0.40 at 50% oxygen saturation, a value derived from the theoretical analysis presented below. At pH 7.65, the data were not rescaled; the absolute magnitude for polymer fraction at zero oxygen saturation was determined by measuring the scalar-decoupled spectrum (in addition to the cross-polarization spectrum) and comparing it with the scalar-decoupled spectrum at 100% oxygen saturation.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Initially we made use of the fact that packed erythrocytes will spontaneously deoxygenate due to cellular aerobic metabolism (26) . In fact, this method has been used in other studies of cell sickling to obtain characteristically sickled cells (21) . We measured the amount of polymer formed in packed cells by using 13C/'H magnetic double-resonance techniques as a function of time while monitoring oxygen saturation in a duplicate sample. By using the cross-polarization method, we found that the amount of polymer, over any detectable at zero time, increased continuously over 24-48 hr (Fig. 1) . Conversely, we found a continuous decrease in free hemoglobin with deoxygenation when we used the more standard technique of scalar decoupling (results not shown). During this time the oxygen saturation decreased exponentially with a time constant of 29 hr. If the data for amounts of polymer are plotted as a function of oxygen saturation, then the increase in polymer is roughly hyperbolic with decreasing oxygen saturation (Fig. 2) . However, use of this method was not feasible for obtaining measurements at low oxygen saturation due to the long time involved in reaching oxygen saturation values below 20%.
In order to obtain data at low oxygen saturation values, it was necessary to make direct measurements of amounts of polymer as a function of oxygen-saturation by using a tonometer for equilibration of cells with gas mixtures of varying oxygen content. Measurements of the amount of polymer as a direct function of oxygen saturation (Fig. 2) followed the same be- havior as the indirect measurements;t that is, the amount of polymer increased monotonically with decreasing oxygen saturation.
Under the conditions of most studies on kinetics and thermodynamics of hemoglobin S gelation, there is usually a critical temperature, concentration, or oxygen saturation for the occurrence of gelation. Thus, it may seem surprising that in our studies polymer was detected at very high oxygen saturation values. To explain these 13C NMR data we have calculated the amount of polymer predicted from theoretical considerations of nonideality effects on mixtures of hemoglobin S with nongelling proteins.
We use the two-phase model for gelation (2) (3) (4) (5) in which the * Because of differences among cell preparations, we have normalized all the data on the basis of the result with 50% oxygen saturation to facilitate comparisons among the sets of data. The spectral changes are reversible upon reoxygenation. Fig. 3) globin, and bovine serum albumin (27, 28) . The theoretical contribution of nonideality to the total thermodynamic activity of hemoglobin as examined by Ross and Minton (25) can be calculated by using a hard quasispherical particle model without long-range interactions. The activity ae expressed as a function of concentration C, is 6 ae = YCa = exp(ln Cf + E BiCo'l-'), [3] i=2 in which Bj represent the best fit of the interaction parameters given by Ross and Minton (25) .
For a gelled mixture of i species of hemoglobin, the activity of free hemoglobin ae that is in equilibrium with the polymer is given by (24) ae = ao/E xjej, [4] in which ao is the activity of totally deoxyhemoglobin S (calculated from Eq. 3 for Co = 16.05 g/dl), xi is the mole fraction in the solution phase of species i, and ej is the relative tendency of species i to be incorporated into the polymer. For a solution phase with fractional saturation of y, and a polymer phase with fractional saturation yp, the total oxygen saturation is YT = YfP + Y(l-fe).
[5]
As a first approximation, we partition the hemoglobin S into two populations, deoxyhemoglobin S with el = 1 and oxyhemoglobin S with e2 = 0. By using Eq. 4 for ae, Eq. 3 for C., and Eq. 2 forf, the curve for polymer fractionf as a function of oxygen saturation was calculated (Fig. 3) . It intersects the abscissa at about 98% oxygen saturation. However, in mixtures of oxy-and deoxyhemoglobin, the significant species are not only Hb and Hb (02)4 (29, 30). Furthermore, it has been shown that partally liganded hemoglobin molecules can enter the polymer (22) . To include this in our analysis, we make use of the thermodynamic analysis of the effects of liganding on gelation proposed by Minton and Ross (24, 26) and used to analyze mixtures of deoxyhemoglobin S with CO-hemoglobin S (22) and with hemoglobin A or hemoglobin F (23) . In terms of the allosteric model for oxygen equilibrium, we set xl = unliganded T state (el = 1), X2 = liganded T state, and X3 = R state (e3 = 0). The mole fraction of each species in the polymer phase is given by zi = xjej/(E xjej). [6] Experiments by Hofrichter (22) on mixtures of CO-hemoglobin S and unliganded hemoglobin S have shown that the data for the incorporation of partially liganded hemoglobin S molecules are best fitted with e2 = 0.2. However, Hofrichter et al. (31) have recently shown that the behavior of oxygen is similar to that of CO, but with e2 = 0.4. We have used these values to compute the other two curves shown in Fig. 3.1 These three curves differ only slightly. We have chosen the curve calculated with e2 = 0.4 as the most appropriate for our analyses. This curve intersects the abscissa at 95% oxygen saturation, indicating that a sickle erythrocyte with mean corpuscular hemoglobin concentration of 34 g/dl will have polymer below this saturation. We have plotted this curve with the data shown in Fig. 2 . In general, the agreement is excellent except that, experimentally, polymer was found at even higher oxygen saturation values than predicted. Although measure- § The measured mean corpuscular hemoglobin concentration values in our preparations varied from 33 to 35 g/dl. In our analyses, we assume a homogeneous population of cells containing only hemoglobin S. The real situation of heterogeneous cell characteristics, including varying hemoglobin concentrations, the presence of other hemoglobin species, and the "irreversibly sickled cells," complicate the detailed analysis (as will be discussed in part later in this paper) but will not change the general conclusions reached here. I The polymer fraction can be calculated directly from the data on solubility and ligand saturation for CO-hemoglobin and unliganded hemoglobin mixtures at 370C (22 ments of oxygen saturation are imprecise, particularly at very high (>90%) and very low (<10%) values, it is most likely that this difference is due to cell heterogeneity. Fig. 4 shows the theoretical effect of varying cellular hemoglobin concentration on polymer fraction. Any significant subpopulation of cells with high intracellular hemoglobin concentrations will skew the shape of the curve and shift the intercept toward 100% oxygen saturation.
The observation of polymer formation at high oxygen saturations has precedent in several other studies of the deoxygenation of sickle erythrocytes. Water proton relaxation measurements (10-12) of sickle cells show changes at high oxygen saturation; and recent 13C NMR studies (13) have shown aggregation in "oxygenated" sickle cells. Chien and his colleagues (32, 33) have found that measurements of microsieving through 5-,gm pores demonstrated changes in the properties of sickle erythrocytes at 5% desaturation, and changes in viscometry occurred at 15% desaturation.
These experimental and theoretical results on the oxygen dependence of intracellular polymer formation can be compared with published data on the relationship between cell sickling and oxygen saturation (34) (35) (36) (37) . In theoretical curve are presented. The overall differences are small even though there is a sigmoidal character to the cell sickling data that is not present in the measurements or theoretical analyses of intracellular polymerization. That the two studies do measure different phenomena can be demonstrated, however, when cell sickling (Fig. 5 ) and 13C NMR measurements of cells at an extracellular pH value of 7.65 (Fig. 2 Inset) are compared. At this pH, the fact that intracellular polymer can be detected at oxygen saturation values in which no newly 'sickled or deformed" cells are observed is clear.
The idea that cell sickling and intracellular gelation may indeed represent different phenomena has been suggested by several other studies. Bradley and his colleagues (38, 39) found that cell passage through 5-tim Nucleopore filters was impeded at a time after deoxygenation that was earlier than morphological deformation but coincident with the appearance of polymer fragments demonstrable by electron microscopy. Recently, Shung et al. (40) found that changes in ultrasonic absorption occurred at lower oxygen saturation values than sickling. These studies indicate, as do our results, that sickling of erythrocytes may follow a: different function of oxygen saturation than measurements of intracellular aggregation of sickle hemoglobin.
The reason for the theoretical expectation that polymer of deoxyhemoglobin S should be formed in sickle erythrocytes upon slight deoxygenation is the nonideal behavior of the very high intracellular hemoglobin concentration. The excluded volume effect of the residual oxyhemoglobin S reduces the amount of soluble deoxyhemoglobin S (which under these conditions would be about 16 g/dl for fully deoxygenated solutions) to about 13 g/dl in sickle erythrocytes at 50% oxygen saturation and to about 3 g/dl at 90% oxygen saturation. As oxygen is removed, the amount of oxyhemoglobin S decreases and the amount of soluble deoxyhemoglobin S rises, but never actually enough to reduce the amount of polymer formed.
The physical state of the polymer that forms at high oxygen saturation is not certain. It may well be composed mostly of aggregates smaller than are usually seen by electron microscopy. iFThese aggregates may be fragments of fibers seen in gels of hemoglobin solutions whose structures have been analyzed in detail by x-ray diffraction (9, 41) and image-reconstruction electron microscopy (42) . It would seem likely that such fragments are randomly arranged through the concentrated hemoglobin solution in the cell and thsglignment processes (43, 44 ) that cause morphological deformaNx become predominant only with much greater amounts of pol~tmer. However, even small polymer fragments might well cause rheological abnormalities of pathophysiological import.
In patients with sickle cell disease, oxyges saturation values are usually significantly less than 100% (45) . Thus, deoxyhemoglobin S polymer is likely always to be present in their erythrocytes. One might expect that these cells have abnormal rheological behavior in the arterial side of the circulation. On the other hand, cell sickling, as ordinarily judged, appears to be a relatively discrete phenomenon, which requires the cells to be exposed to tissue oxygen saturations for relatively long periods compared to usual capillary transit times. Thus, it is not clear how important sickling itself is as a pathophysiological process in contrast to the more continuous changes in the amount and properties of intracellular deoxyhemoglobin S polymer.
Our measurements have been equilibrium in nature and we have not defined, experimentally or theoretically, the kinetics of polymer formation as a function of oxygen saturation. The pathophysiological significance of small variations in the amount of intracellular polymer will depend upon its rate of change in relationship to the physiological rates of deoxygenation, microvasculature transit, and reoxygenation of blood cells in the body of the patient with sickle cell disease. The importance of these rate processes was first recognized in the "kinetic hypothesis" of Eaton and coworkers (46, 47) . Studies of the kinetics of sickling have been reported (48, 49) , and laser photolysis methods (50, 51) have been developed to examine the kinetics of intracellular gelation in single cells. Ultimately these rates will have to be quantitatively related to the rates of the physiological processes mentioned above.
'3C/'H magnetic double-resonance spectroscopy of sickle erythrocytes has set the foundation for quantitative examination of the complex processes in the cell that result from the relative insolubility of deoxyhemoglobin S. These results show that the equilibrium properties of the intracellular polymerization of sickle hemoglobin can be described by the thermodynamic model (3, 24, 25) which is applicable to the equilibrium properties of concentrated hemoglobin solutions (4-7, 22, 23, 31 
